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Abstract—While our society accelerates its transition to the
Internet of Things, billions of IoT devices are now linked to
the network. While these gadgets provide enormous convenience,
they generate a large amount of data that has already beyond the
network’s capacity. To make matters worse, the data acquired by
sensors on such IoT devices also include sensitive user data that
must be appropriately treated. At the moment, the answer is to
provide hub services for data storage in data centers. However,
when data is housed in a centralized data center, data owners lose
control of the data, since data centers are centralized solutions
that rely on data owners’ faith in the service provider. In addition,
edge computing enables edge devices to collect, analyze, and act
closer to the data source, the challenge of data privacy near the
edge is also a tough nut to crack.

A large number of user information leakage both for IoT
hub and edge made the system untrusted all along. Accordingly,
building a decentralized IoT system near the edge and bringing
real trust to the edge is indispensable and significant. To eliminate
the need for a centralized data hub, we present a prototype of
a unique, secure, and decentralized IoT framework called Reja,
which is built on a permissioned Blockchain and an intrusion-
tolerant messaging system ChiosEdge, and the critical compo-
nents of ChiosEdge are reliable broadcast and BFT consensus.
We evaluated the latency and throughput of Reja and its sub-
module ChiosEdge.

Index Terms—Permissioned Blockchain, Edge Computing, IoT,
Data Privacy, Byzantine Fault Tolerance

I. INTRODUCTION

The fast expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT) has

resulted in the deployment of billions of intelligent IoT

devices. The sensors on these gadgets continue to generate

and gather useful and lucrative data for industrial companies.

Industry companies now utilize IoT platforms1 to collect data,

get insight from it, and make data-driven choices. However,

as more IoT devices are deployed in our everyday lives, the

data acquired by such devices often include information we

do not like to share with those corporations. Since the present

IoT platform solutions send such privacy data to the data

center as well, however, the corporations who operate the

data center and IoT platform have complete access to the

data. Data consumers who must create an account or get

permission may access and analyze the data through a Web

or an App supported by an IoT platform. Another problem

with the present IoT platform solution is that the predicted

proliferation of hundreds of billions of devices puts us on the

1Service that consists of a collection of components for data collection,
sensor management, and visualization in Internet of Things projects, such as
Google Cloud IoT Core, IBM Watson IoT Platform, and AWS IoT Core.

verge of a transition that will reshape the electronics industry

and many other sectors. The reality is, can we really trust the

data? Indeed, where does the data originate, which device and

when does it generate, and should we be making choices and

transacting based on unvalidated data?

Centralized IoT 
Data CenterIoT Devices

Wifi, Bluetooth
Devices  

Management&
Data Analysis

Network Network

Figure 1. Centralized IoT Hub Platform

Meanwhile, the rise of edge computing [45] enables smart

edge devices2, such as smart routers or routing switches, to

collect, analyze, and act closer to the source, lowering the

communication overhead between the IoT hub and IoT devices

and correspondingly lowering latency and bandwidth usage.

This implies that the IoT platform and edge computing must

be tightly coupled. However, here is a question: should we

trust the outcomes of data processing on an edge device? As

previously indicated, data generated by IoT devices may be

inaccurate and even hazardous.

Additionally, we discovered that practically all commercial

IoT solutions are centralized, which indicates that the IoT hub

would gather and store all IoT data from smart devices in a

data center, as seen in Figure. 1. However, sensitive data, such

as patient data, are not desired to be made public or shared

with a third-party data center. As a result, enhancing data

credibility (e.g., establishing the trust), developing a privacy-

preserving IoT platform for edge devices, and effectively

integrating with edge computing to decrease communication

overhead are key challenges.

Numerous research have been undertaken on IoT platform

privacy issues, and academics have also recommended effec-

tive approaches to address vulnerabilities discovered in these

edge IoT devices and IoT hubs [8], [9], [12], [17], [24], [31],

[33], [36]–[38], [47], [49], [50], nonetheless, such works are

subject to the following restrictions:

2IoT devices and edge devices are different in this paper. IoT devices
include sensors, mobile phones, etc. Edge devices include Gateway, Setup
Box, or Base Stations, etc.
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(1) Insufficient knowledge about data ownership. In terms

of IoT privacy, a major case study occurred in 2019 with the

data loss at Wyze [7], a producer of smart IoT devices. Wyze

revealed that for weeks, sensitive data obtained from millions

of individuals were left accessible on the internet, including

email addresses and health information [7]. As of 2021, the

mainstream media in the United States reported on several IoT

devices and IoT corporations exposing customers’ personal

data [4], [5].

We concur that data collected by IoT devices and kept in

a personal data cloud or IoT data center may be treated as a

property asset or item under property law. Why would data

owners allow a third-party platform to have such easy access

to all of their sensitive data, including their home addresses,

phone numbers, bank accounts, and even healthcare records?

(2) Availability, reliability, and single point of failure
(SPOF). The possibility of a system being operational at a

particular moment is referred to as availability. Numerous

sorts of assaults, such as the iconic Mirai botnet and its

variants, are exploding in popularity as their new tactics and

strategies evolve. Apart from disrupting a large portion of the

global network, these types of cyber-attacks have resulted in

significant harm to national property. Kaspersky [6] said that

its honeypots identified more than 100 million assaults from

276,000 distinct IP addresses in the first half of 2020, about

nine times the amount of attacks in 2018. If a device fails

or is subjected to a DDoS assault, it will cease delivering

data to the IoT platform, or, in the worst-case scenario, the

whole IoT platform would fail, jeopardizing data availability.

As a result, removing SPOF lays the groundwork for high

availability. Another constraint on developing a secure IoT

system is its resiliency in the face of Byzantine (arbitrary)

failures. We discovered that state machine replication and

reliable broadcasting protocols, such as BFT-SMaRt [10], were

used to remove SPOF, although operating a Byzantine Fault

Tolerance (BFT) consensus protocol across thousands of IoT

devices is difficult due to the communication cost. As a result,

various lightweight consensus algorithms have been suggested

that can be implemented on smart IoT devices, but they still

need a black-box trust execution environment (TEE) [13] to

reduce 3f + 1 to 2f + 1 which is also impractical for running

BFT consensus among IoT devices.

(3) Decentralized BFT-based edge storage system is re-
quired. Some decentralized database have been proposed, for

example, Gheorghe et al. [30] and Cui et al. [19] provide

a decentralized storage for data generated by different edge

devices, but rare of them use BFT core as the underlying

engine to tolerate Byzantine faults and bring real trust. A

trust here means the data consumer fully trust where the data

comes from and the current data that you received never be

compromised in the database by adversaries.

(4) Limited confidentiality and access control. Another

critical security challenge in IoT is data confidentiality, specif-

ically how to prevent unauthorized users from accessing IoT

devices and resources (data, apps, and services). Confiden-

tiality in the IoT and edge must be tightly coupled with

access control. Access control options now available in the IoT

include discretionary access control (DAC) [44], mandatory

access control (MAC) [39], role-based access control (RBAC)

[28], organization-based access control (OBAC) [35], attribute-

based access control (ABAC) [48], and usage control (UC)

[40].

The downsides of contemporary access control in IoT

include the following: 1) some hacking and security

difficulties exist; 2) the technology is still in its infancy; and

3) the system is complicated and expensive. Taking advantage

of fabric blockchain, we offer resource-based access control

via fabric blockchain. The fabric uses access control lists

(ACLs) to manage access to resources by associating a

policy with a resource, and the chaincode (smart contracts)

can utilize the client certificate for access control decisions [3].

Keeping these concerns and constraints in mind, we offer

Reja, a unique, secure, and decentralized IoT framework

built on a permissioned Blockchain and an intrusion-tolerant

messaging system ChiosEdge with reliable broadcast and

Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) consensus running on edge

devices as fundamental components. Because all active BFT

nodes retain complete copies of the data, a reliable broadcast

and BFT consensus are deemed dependable. Thus, even if one

node goes down, the sensitive data remains accessible to all

other network members.

CONTRIBUTIONS. In summary, our contributions are as fol-

lows:

• We use permissioned Blockchain and BFT as core under-

lying modules to instill true confidence in the data that is

gathered. The objective is to imbue each gadget with an iden-

tity at the point of manufacture and maintain it throughout

its existence in an immutable ledger. Additionally, a gadget

with an identity may build a history tie that blockchain

owners can trace or follow. The primary contribution is to

identify data ownership and to get actionable information at

the appropriate moment.

• We implemented ChiosEdge, a BFT storage system, to

install on several edge devices in order to replicate encrypted

sensitive data in personal cloud databases or local databases.

• An adaptive threshold signature (ATS) is proposed for

decentralized data governance. A user who wants to access

the edge data stored in the secure cloud or local databases

needs digital consent and a private key. Multiple investigators

are offered here to vote for the access permission.

• Finally, we evaluated the latency and throughput of Reja
and its sub-module ChiosEdge.

Organizations. The Section II discusses similar work. Sec-

tion III discusses the background, which include open issues

in edge computing, permissioned Blockchain, data consent,

smart contracts and chaincode, and Byzantine Fault Tolerance.

Section IV provides an overview of the framework. Section
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Figure 2. Reja Architecture and Workflow with BFT consensus and Reliable Broadcast. A detailed write and read workflow is discussed in Section V-A

V introduces the system’s detailed components and structure.

Section VI discusses the implementations, Section VII evalu-

ates Reja, and Section IX concludes.

II. RELATED WORK

Blockchain technology has the potential to solve significant

obstacles in IoT applications, such as SPOF and a lack of trust.

Some publications discussed a hybrid Blockchain solution

for data security and user privacy, while others discussed

Blockchain for edge computing. Finally, some academics

offered lightweight BFT protocols for data security to replace

PoW.

Ali Dorri et al. [25] proposed using lightweight hashing to

detect any changes in transactions and eliminates the proof of

work (POW) and the concept of coins in a public Blockchain

network. AnaReyna et al. [41] proposed a hybrid design

where only part of the interactions and data take place in the

Blockchain and the rest are directly shared between the IoT

devices with fog computing. AnaReyna et al. also proposed a

hybrid design that only handle part of the interactions and data

on the Blockchain while processing the rest in the edge com-

puting devices [41]. Kazi et al. [42] proposed an idea of dis-

tributed intelligence that can perform instant decision-making

and reduce unnecessary data transferring to the cloud, which

addressed various security challenges in the IoT paradigm,

however, this paper is only a high-level idea without any spe-

cific solutions for reducing the irrelevant data transfer. Yu et al.

[15] proposed a hybrid Blockchain-based privacy-preserving

electronic medical records sharing scheme across medical in-

formation control system, where the sensitive data is stored in

a permissioned Blockchain and other data is stored in a public

Blockchain. Saide et al. [52] proposed a hybrid Blockchain,

named zkCrowd, that integrates with a hybrid Blockchain

structure, smart contract, dual ledgers, and dual consensus

protocols to secure communications, verify transactions, and

preserve privacy. By utilizing DPOS and PBFT consensus

protocols, the transaction verification efficiency is significantly

increased and the energy consumption and transaction latency

is reduced in the crowdsourcing system. [20] is also a hybrid

Blockchain model proposed by Cui. [20] consists of two

parts: local Blockchain and public Blockchain. To preserve

the IoT users’ privacy and avoid information leakage to the

main Blockchain, an interconnection position, called bridge,

is introduced by Firoozjaei et al. [21] to isolate IoT users’

peer-to-peer transactions and link the main Blockchain to its

subnetwork Blockchain(s) (e.g., one main Blockchain, and

others are subnetwork Blockchain for sensitive data storage) in

a hybrid model. Fan et al. [27] proposed a hybrid Blockchain

for federated learning in edge computing, and both public

Blockchain and permissioned Blockchain are involved. They

design and implement a smart contract in public Blockchain

to facilitate an automatic, autonomous, and auditable rational

reverse auction mechanism among edge nodes and leverage

the payment channel technique in public Blockchain to enable

credible, fast, low-cost, and high-frequency payment transac-

tions between requesters and edge nodes. Desai et al. [22]

also proposed a novel hybrid Blockchain architecture that

combines private and public Blockchains to allow sensitive

bids to be opened on a private Blockchain so such that only
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the auctioneer can learn the bids. He aslo proposed BlockFLA

[23] to build an accountable federated learning system via

public Blockchain and permissioned Blockchain. Zhu et al.

[51] proposed a design for privacy-preserving crowdsourcing

platforms also using both public and permissioned Blockchain.

Other papers, [11], [43], [53] also mentioned public and

private Blockchain related architecture for enhancing the data

security and user privacy.

Even though a hybrid design can reduce the storage over-

head in a Blockchain, its security issues in the edge devices

still remain a serious concern, for example, some vulnerable

fog devices might be crashed or attacked by malicious adver-

saries. Most hybird Blockchain IoT or edge computing systems

are still under SPOF attack and with limited availability.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Byzantine Fault Tolerance

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) [16] is a computer sys-

tem’s ability to continue operating even if some of its nodes

fail or act maliciously. In this paper, we use ChiosEdge as the

BFT system, and BFT-SMaRt [10] as the underlying BFT core

in ChiosEdge. BFT-SMaRt can tolerate both Byzantine faults

(3f + 1) and crash recovery failure (2f + 1), for example,

under 3f+1 consensus protocol, 4 nodes can tolerate 1 faulty

node.

B. Open Challenges in Edge Computing

The edge computing use case landscape in which the early

deployments have been highly customized is broad and still

immature. Infrastructure and operations developers will need

to develop a multiyear edge computing strategy that addresses

the challenges of diversity, location, protection, and data

privacy. Our Reja and its sub-module system ChiosEdge offer

a Byzantine fault tolerance consensus protocol to tolerate arbi-

trary faults and bring trust to the data itself, which concentrates

on the challenges of data privacy, data protection, and data

availability near the edge.

C. Chaincode and Smart Contracts

Chaincode, also known as smart contracts in Fabric [14], is

a sub-module that enables the reading and updating of data on

a Blockchain ledger. Chaincode specifies the transaction logic

that governs the lifespan of a business entity and converts it

to a Blockchain-based executable program. It establishes the

manner in which business logic is packaged for deployment

on a Blockchain network.

D. Data Consent

Consent [18] is an unambiguous indication of a data sub-

ject’s wishes that signifies an agreement by the data owner

to the processing of personal data relating to data consumers

whereby that consent needs to be given in clearly defined

ways. Blockchain-based digital consent has been proposed

by lots of researchers and industrial companies. Taking the

advantages of Blockchain, we stored digital consent in an

immutable ledger on AWS Managed Blockchain. We also

involve investigators as overseers for data governance. The

investigators can sign signatures for offering final permission

in a decentralized solution. Combining Blockchain, data con-

sent, and threshold signature, a trusted and efficient access

control platform is developed in this paper.

E. Permissioned Blockchain

A permissioned Blockchain [32], also known as a pri-

vate Blockchain, is a distributed ledger that is not publicly

accessible. Only certain identifiable participants can access

the ledger. If a new member wishes to join, it needs to be

invited and the majority of the existing on-chain members

must vote Yes on the proposal. Compared to public Blockchain,

permissioned Blockchain eliminates the Proof of Work (PoW)

[29] consensus protocol in favor of Byzantine Fault Tolerance

(BFT) mechanisms. It decreases system processing time and

avoids sensitive data being copied to too many replicas or

nodes (e.g., a public Blockchain has thousands of nodes).

IV. A MODULAR SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Reja framework provides a modular framework allowing

trade-offs between functionality, security, and efficiency. There

are four major modules of Reja: a reliable BFT system

ChiosEdge, secure data collection, data governance, and a

permissioned Blockchain network with a customized smart

contract for data consent. In addition, the underlying modules

of ChiosEdge include a BFT consensus core, data read and

write, and a light-weight ChiosLite running in cheap IoT

devices. We simply introduce all the modules in this section

and give more detailed explanations in the next section.

A. ChiosEdge Architecture and Message Flow

ChiosEdge, BFT as underlying consensus protocol, is a

permissioned BFT system, which supports Byzantine reliable

broadcast (brb) with a total order broadcast and cryptographi-

cal primitives (e.g., encryption and authentications). We have

improved and trimmed existed functions to make them more

suitable for running on the edge devices. ChiosEdge can

send write/read request from client through write/read request

handler threads shown in Fig. 3. All the requests need to

make a consensus before proceeding. For example, a write
request will broadcast message m and hashcode h(m) to

every replicas, and each of replicas start to verify message

m and deliver m after the master node received f + 1 of

same values. Each replica would store message m in its

local database with the same timestamp and sequence order

after running consensus correctly. ChiosEdge also supports IoT

device registration, the IoT devices need to be registered before

sending data to edge devices because ChiosEdge only accepts

authorized IoT devices through the message authentication

code (MAC) function. A lightweight ChiosLite is proposed to

deploy on cheap IoT devices such as Raspberry Pi for securely

collecting sensor data.
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Figure 3. ChiosEdge architecture and message flow.

B. Data Consent Chaincode

Chaincode, also referred to as smart contracts in Hyper-

ledger Fabric Blockchain (HFB), is a sub-module that you can

use to read and update data on a Blockchain ledger. A data

consent ledger in a Blockchain network signifies agreements

by data owners to the processing of personal data relating to

themselves. A data consent includes start time, end time, data

owner signatures, etc.

C. Secure Data Collection

We implemented a lightweight ChiosLite that can operate

on a low-cost operating system such as the Raspberry Pi.

To authenticate the identity of an IoT device, an ECDSA

[34] library is installed. And ChiosEdge servers gather only

transactions sent by authorized devices. For sensitive data,

ChiosLite may additionally encrypt transactions on the IoT

devices side for sensitive data. Through the use of the private

key k, the ChiosEdge servers may decode the ciphertext E(m).

D. Reliable Broadcast for Data Governance

We describe a module named adaptive threshold signature

(ATS) with reliable broadcast for data governance. A user

who wants to get consent from Blockchain needs permission.

A (t, n) ATS scheme is given, it consists of the following

algorithms (Gen, Sga, Vrf, Com, Sva), n refers to the number

of investigators, and t refers to the thresholds.

Key Generation Algorithm Gen contains n nodes. Each

node ni inputs common parameters, including a security

parameter l, a total number of servers n, and a threshold

number t. It outputs (pk, vk, sk), where the pk is a

public key, vk is a verification key, and sk = (sk1,...,skn)

is a list of private keys. Both pk and vk are public, and

each node ni obtains its own ski.
Shares Generation Algorithm Sga inputs pk, m, ski,
and outputs a share signature sigi.
Share Verification Algorithm Vrf inputs vk, m, a share

signature sigi, and outputs a single bit True/False.

Combining Algorithm Com inputs vk , m, a set of t
valid share signatures, and outputs a value Sig.

Signature Verification Algorithm Sva takes a com-

bined signature Sig as an input, m, a public key pk,

and outputs True/False.

All the investigators will digitally generate a value sigi
(share), the ATS Com combines all the shares and outputs

a value Sig, the signature verification algorithm Sva then

verifies the signature Sig and outputs True/False. A write
transaction can be committed and stored in the Blockchain

ledger if it has been signed and verified correctly with ATS.

V. THE REJA SYSTEM

Reja currently supports four main modules, including

ChiosEdge BFT system, ChiosLite, data consent, and decen-

tralized governance with (t, n) adaptive threshold signature.

The ChiosEdge module also includes device registration, BFT

core, broadcast total order and access control. We describe the

detailed functions of these four modules as follows.

A. Reja Architecture and Workflow

The Reja architecture includes three layers: 1), IoT devices

layer (L1), 2), distributed edge devices (replicas) layer (L2),

and 3), secure cloud data center and permissioned Blockchain

(L3), as shown in Fig 2.

An organization, Org1, manually deploys different types of

sensors or IoT devices in its local environment (e.g., patient

medical wearable devices), and L2 securely collects these IoT

data and commits them to the decentralized storage, ChiosEdge
stands the role for tolerating Byzantine faults and reliable

decentralized database. The IoT data is stored in the edge

devices locally or secure cloud database.

• For write: Assuming one message m comes from an IoT

device, first, the ChiosEdge verifies IoT identity and decrypts

the ciphertext if message m is encrypted. Second, after

executing a write consensus operation, all the edge nodes

will store a copy of this message m in their local database

and primary edge replica will send a log to data center as a

receipt.
• For read: If other organization, for example Org2, wants

to access the edge data, he needs send a read request

to the investigators ask for permission, if majority of the

investigators vote for YES, he will get the consent and private

key from the Blockchain ledger, and meanwhile, the smart

contract will send an endpoint link for access the data.

B. ChiosEdge BFT System

1) Device Registrations: As ChiosEdge only stores the data

from authorized IoT devices, each device needs to be regis-

tered and verified for secure data collection. In ChiosEdge,

register device identity using IP and port number, and the

device id is assigned by the ChiosEdge servers. The registered

device id is stored in a private config file with a unique

timestamp. In addition, as the device registration also needs

to run a consensus, the primary node broadcasts a registration

request to every peer node (edge devices) for voting, after a

Quorum of nodes accept this request, all the peer nodes keep a

copy of this registration log (evidence) in their local databases

and configuration files.

When an IoT device sends a message m to the ChiosEdge
node, ChiosEdge node verifies the device id through message
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authentication code (MAC) and commits m if the device id

has been registered.

2) ChiosEdge with consensus BFT core: We use BFT-

SMaRt protocol as the underlying BFT core for consensus.

BFT-SMaRt supports both Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT)

and crash-recovery fault tolerance (CFT). As BFT includes all

types of arbitrary faults and CFT only tolerates crash faults,

BFT needs at least 4 replicas for tolerating 1 faulty node.

In addition, BFT-SMaRt includes state transfer protocols to

recover replicas from failures, DurabilityCoordinator and De-
faultRecoverable. For example, DurabilityCoordinator stores

its logs to disk and executes in parallel to mitigate latency.

3) ChiosEdge with total order broadcast for reliability:
Total order broadcast is a broadcast where all correct processes

in a system of multiple processes receive the same set of

messages in the same sequence order. The total order is

achieved using Mod-SMaRt [46] in BFT-SMaRt. The reason

for total order is to support reliability in BFT system. We have

the following reliability goals:

• Agreement: If any correct replica delivers a write or read
operation m, then every correct replica delivers m.

• Total Order: If a correct replica has delivered write op-

erations m1,m2, · · · ,ms and another correct replica has

delivered m′
1,m

′
2, · · · ,m′

s′ , then mi = m′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤

min(s, s′).
• Liveness: If a write operation m is submitted to n−f correct

replicas, then all correct replicas will eventually deliver m.

• No Creation: If a correct replica q delivers a message m
with sender p, then m was previously sent to q by sender p.

• No Duplication: No message m is delivered by a correct

replica more than once.

4) Fabric channels for access control: We leverage fabric

Blockchain network for consent access control. A member

only shares the digital consent with other members who are

in the same channels.

Figure 4. Fabric channels for access control.

Assuming we have 3 members in the fabric network, Org1,

Org2, and Org3, as shown in Fig. 4. As Org1 and Org2 are

in Channel A, and Org2 and Org3 are in the same Channel

B, Org2 can access both data consent stored in the immutable

ledgers.

C. ChiosLite for Secure Data Collection

For data collection, a lightweight ChiosLite client

(lightweight version of ChiosEdge client) has been imple-

mented which can be deployed on a low-cost operating system

such as the Raspberry Pi. To authenticate the identity of an

IoT device, ChiosEdge uses an ECDSA library for message

authentication. All the IoT devices need to be registered and

verified. And ChiosEdge servers gather only transactions sent

by authorized devices. For sensitive data, ChiosLite addition-

ally encrypted them on the IoT side.

In local organization, we tested on motion detection sensors

that send the observation data m (message or ciphertext) to

ChiosEdge client through ChiosLite, then ChiosEdge client

distributes message m and hashcode h(m) to all the peers.

All the peer nodes run a BFT consensus algorithm to verify

the message m. Finally, message m will be stored in all the

peers’ databases securely. Users who are interested in certain

data can subscribe via an IoT device id. ChiosEdge servers

push the data automatically to the subscribed users.

For other organizations, a user needs to get consent and

permission from investigators. A detailed data consent smart

contract and how investigators offer the permission are given

in the following sub-sections, V-D and V-E.

D. Data Consent

Our data consent chaincode comprises the following eight

primary operations for dealing with the fabric client and

Blockchain ledger, as shown in Fig. 5. Consents are saved

in the ledger and retrieved using the user’s identity or the

ledger’s record ID. Each permission specifies a start and end

date for lawful access. The data owner may rescind permission

at any time, but it must be authorized by at least half of the

investigators (data governance).

As every data owners have the right to ask questions or

get all the sensitive information, the consent is an electronic

document in a Blockchain for data owners themselves to fully

control the sensitive records, surface the data ownership, and

increase data confidence.

E. Decentralized Governance with (t, n) Adaptive Threshold
Signature

We use the (t, n) adaptive threshold signature scheme as the

core function for governing sensitive data as the access request

needs to be signed before processing, the steps are shown in

Fig. 6. The detailed steps are as follows:

1) Parameters generation phase: A group of investigators

generates two key pairs, one for yes key and another is for no
key. The yes key pair is (priyesi , vkyesi ) where a investigator

keeps the priyesi secret and publish its public verification

key vkyesi . Similarly, the group of investigators generates

the no key pairs (prinoi , vknoi ). Every investigator in this

step generates two key pairs yes/no, the yes key pair is for

confirming that the message is valid and investigators can uses

the key priyesi to sign the message.
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Operation Interfaces
// put the initial records into
// the chaincode Query.
(1) InitLedger();
// the variables includes recordID, contractID
// description, starttime, endtime,
// additionalterms, etc.
(2) CreateRecord();
// query a record by recordID or contractID
(3) QueryRecord();
// revoke a consent by recordID
(4) RevokeConsent();
// query a record by patient ID
(5) QueryRecordByUserId();
// query a record by consenting party ID
(6) QueryRecordByConsentingPartyId();
// get query result by a string
(7) getQueryResultForQueryString();
// query all records
(8) QueryAllRecords();

Figure 5. Primary operations for dealing with the fabric client and Blockchain
ledger.
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Figure 6. Reliable Broadcast and Threshold Signature for Decentralized Data
Governance.

2) Transaction submitting phase: The investigator group

consists of multiple n members c1, c2, ..., cn. We take four

members as an example here. Fabric client calculates the hash

code of the message hash(m) or h(m). Finally, the fabric

client sends <m,h(m)> to each of the investigator in the

group.

3) Sign a signature: The group members received the

message m and its hash value h(m). First, they will check

the content of the message m. If a member ci confirms that

this message is valid, then ci uses its private yes key to sign the

message and generates the share signature sigi = Sign(priyesi ,

m). After that, ci broadcasts the share signature sigi to every

investigators to generate the final signature Sig.

4) Make a consensus and deliver the result: Each of the

investigator will receive the message m and h(m), and all of

them generate their signature sigi after signing the signature.

The node can first verify this share signature sigi with the ci’s
two public verification keys vkyesi and vknoi .

Then, every node (e.g., p, q, r, t) receives more than t
thresholds (t, n) from the all investigators including himself

(Phase 2, Echo(sig *)), then they can run the combination

algorithm to recover the final signature Sig = Combine(sig1,

sig2,..., sigt). Finally, the each of them can verify the final

signature with the public key pairs pkyes or pkno, and start to

make consensus.

(i) Echo the <Sig> to all the investigators, if they received

a Quorum of the same Sig, then goes to the Second phase.

(ii) In Byzantine reliable broadcast, the phase of Ready is

for totality. The reason for this step is for amplifying the Ready

message and deliver fast.

(iii) If the investigators received f +1 of Ready messages,

then deliver the message m (True/False) to the Fabric client.

After this final signature is verified by the yes or no public

key true/false = V erify(m, fsig, pkyes) (pkno), all the

investigators can determine if this message m can be submitted

to the Blockchain ledger or not. In addition, they will keep a

copy of these results in the logs for further evidence.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

ChiosEdge consists of a Java library and a Python library

with about 25,000 lines of new code. We utilize the BFT-

SMaRt consensus protocol written in Java as the underlying

consensus engine. ChiosLite, written in Python, consists of

an ECDSA cryptographic library for message authentication,

which runs in cheap IoT devices such as Raspberry Pi. We

deployed our data consent in AWS Managed Blockchain

[1] (Hyperledger Fabric) with a customized smart contract

written in Golang. We implemented a NodeJS API gateway

module and a Terraform automation development tool with

about 20,000 lines of code in total. We propose to use an

adaptive threshold signature (ATS) which is written in Python

for decentralized data governance. We also use gRPC [2] for

underlying data transmission between different languages.

VII. EVALUATIONS

A. Experimental Settings

For the local evaluation, we utilize an Intel(R) Xeon(R)

Gold 5117 CPU with 28 cores and Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS

with the kernel version Linux 4.4.0-142-generic. To evaluate

ChiosEdge in a wide area network (WAN) context, we refer-

enced some results from our previous work and deployed it

on Amazon EC2 with up to 31 consensus nodes and 25 client

nodes (running up to 1,200 clients in total). By default, each

node is a compute-optimized c5.2xlarge type with 8 virtual

CPUs (vCPUs) and 16GB of memory. Additionally, we also

test the performance on a variety of hardware configurations

using the general-purpose t2.medium type with two vCPUs

and 4GB memory. We evaluate our protocols in both LAN and

WAN settings, where the LAN nodes are uniformly distributed

on four Dell Servers in the school data center and the WAN

nodes are randomly distributed across different AWS regions.
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B. Latency in ChiosEdge Module

We evaluate the latency of Reja in both the WAN and LAN

environments and reference some results from our previous

Chios [26] pub/sub system. ChiosEdge is installed locally on

four Dell servers to operate secure broadcast and BFT consen-

sus. The network latency is quite low in LAN environments

compared to WAN environments; the main overhead is caused

by the BFT consensus mechanism, client-side encryption tech-

niques, and database operations (e.g., read/write operations).

In the WAN settings, as we deploy 4 to 31 nodes in the AWS

cloud with different locations, the network latency is increased

due to the transmission overhead.

1) Latency of Write: We set Blocksize to one in both the

WAN and LAN settings and operate four BFT nodes to tolerate

one Byzantine node. We repeated the test 3, 000 times with

a 1KB write request. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the delay of

a write request ranges between 33ms and 90ms. The peak

latency frequency is between 30ms to 40ms.

Figure 7. Latency of write per 1K request in LAN (f = 1).

We evaluate the latency of write with BlockSize=1 in WAN

settings when f = 1, 5, and 10, which means n equals to 4, 16,
and 31 respectively, the result is shown in Fig. 8. The result

shows that the latency in WAN is 8 times than it in LAN. It

takes 0.4s average time for one write request. Here, f refers

to faulty nodes and n refers to the total nodes.

2) Latency for Read: In the LAN settings, we read a 1K

transaction stored in the Leveldb 1000 times. As illustrated in

Fig. 9, most of the latency of a read request ranges between

30ms and 65ms, and more than 70% of latency are between

30ms to 40ms. A small part of latency ranges between 90ms

to 100ms is caused by BFT consensus overhead and system

internal scheduling.

3) Latency for multi-Write: In real settings, the system

inevitably deploys thousands of IoT devices. We evaluate 50 to

50, 000 multi-write operations simultaneously in LAN settings.

The result, as shown in Fig. 10, grows linear intuitively and

theoretically, but with more write requests, the less the latency

is. For example, when we run 50, 000 multi-write operations,

it takes 107.47 seconds, we found that the average processing

Figure 8. Latency of write in WAN and LAN. f refers to faulty node(s)

Figure 9. Latency of read per 1K request in LAN (f = 1).

time for one request is about 0.002s. The reason is the

throughput of ChiosEdge supports up to 30,000 transactions

per second in LAN, as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 10. Latency of multi-write per 1K request.
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C. Throughput of ChiosEdge Module

We also evaluate the throughput of ChiosEdge with

BlockSize=1 in the LAN and WAN settings when f = 1, 5,
and 10, which means n equals to 4, 16, and 31 respectively.

Throughput in the LAN and WAN with 500 clients. We

evaluate throughput using up to 31 servers and 500 clients

both in LAN and WAN settings. As illustrated in Fig. 11,

we find that the throughput for both WAN and LAN degrade

when the number of servers increases. But in WAN settings,

the throughput still can reach up to 18.7 kops/s (18,700/s). The

maximum throughput in LAN reaches up to 37.31 kops/s.

Figure 11. Peak Throughput in WAN and LAN. f refers to faulty node(s)

D. Endpoints Response Time

We propose to use permissioned Blockchain for recording

data digital consent to surface data ownership. We deployed

our consent smart contract in the AWS Managed Blockchain

network. After deploying the API and Blockchain correctly, all

endpoints (URL link) can be accessed via GET/POST requests.

It includes user registration, consent registration, query by

consent user ID, and so on. We conduct 10 times for one

endpoint and take the average values as the results in Table.

I (Tw refers to response time in WAN). In addition, some

requests’ response times, such as query (GET), are affected by

the number of data consents stored in the Blockchain ledger.

Query all consent endpoint takes about 6 seconds which should

be noted that we have more than 30 consents stored in the

immutable ledger. Apparently, the time required grows as the

number of stored consent increases.

Table I
ENDPOINTS RESPONSE TIME.

Request Method Tw

User Register POST 70ms
Consent Grant POST 133ms
Query Consent by UserID GET 136ms
Consent Revoke GET 120ms
Consent (query all consent) GET 6.64s

VIII. DISCUSSION

We evaluated the latency and throughput of write and

read in the WAN and LAN settings. We also evaluated the

response time of all the endpoints in the AWS Managed

Blockchain for the data consent module. We found that the

overall latency is relatively higher than in non-BFT systems.

But as we mentioned, Reja framework provides a modular

framework allowing trade-offs between functionality, security,

and efficiency. As the data is stored in decentralized edge

nodes, the core component ChiosEdge brings real trust to

the data. A BFT consensus protocol can tolerate Byzantine

faults among the edge devices. A malicious user can hardly

compromise half of the nodes at the same time. We suggest

deploying your edge nodes in the WAN settings and setting

the number of nodes to 4 or 7, even though the latency is 8

times higher than it in the LAN.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The centralized data hub is vulnerable to being attacked

and compromised, we propose Reja, a novel, secure, and

decentralized IoT framework with permissioned Blockchain

and an intrusion-tolerant BFT system in which the core

components are reliable broadcast and BFT consensus. Reja
can run over multiple edge devices to distribute copies of IoT

data in replicas to avoid single-point-of-failure and Byzantine

faults.
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